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Chiefs letter to the Community
Dear Community Members,
I am pleased that crime continues to trend downward. Although we have observed
a slight increase over 2013 when we saw unprecedented reductions in calls for
service and criminal incidents, crime is falling and short-term fluctuations are
expected.
Our Members continue to impress me with their work within our community
focusing on the underlying causes of victimization that include poor or low levels of,
· Health (including mental health and addictions),
· Wealth (including poverty and homelessness), and
· Education (including the % of high school and post secondary graduates).
We recognize these challenges require a community to help overcome them and
we work closely with our partners in making Midland as safe, healthy and vibrant
as it can be. Internally our Service is facing long-term, economic challenges that
we are adapting to, but as always, our Staff continues to provide the professional
and rapid response that Midland residents have come to expect, and certainly
deserve. A survey released in January of 2014 identified areas for us to
concentrate our efforts and included many positives that should not be overlooked.
Our schools and community groups provided positive reviews and the majority of
citizens indicated little concern for crime in their neighbourhood where they spend
the majority of their time. I am also proud to say that a review of 47 serious
occurrences in 2014 revealed average response times of less than 3.5 minutes.
The Midland Police Service will continue to place Community First and support
initiatives that address the underlying causes of crime while responding promptly to
calls for assistance. Together we will keep the good ship Midland on the safest
course possible.

Respectfully submitted,

Michael C. Osborne
Chief of Police
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Mission Statement
The Police Services Board for the Town of Midland shall strive to provide policing
services in accordance with the principles as defined in the Police Services Act (Bill
107), Section 1, and shall accept as its responsibility those duties which are
defined under Section 31(1) of the said Act.

Declaration of Principles
In pursuit of our Mission, the Midland Police Service will develop policies and
provide police service in accordance with our belief in:
· Discharging our duties faithfully, impartially, ethically and according to law,
· Ensuring the safety and security of all citizens and property,
· Respecting the fundamental rights of our citizens as guaranteed by the Charter
of Rights & Freedoms and the Human Rights Code,
· Treating victims of crime with respect and understanding their needs,
· Consulting with our community to develop creative solutions to policing
concerns through established partnerships,
· Sharing the responsibility for preventing crime with our community to improve
their quality of life,
· Being sensitive to the pluralistic, multiracial and multicultural character of
Ontario society,
· Ensuring that our Service is representative of the community we serve,
· Providing a professional and fulfilling work environment, and the tools and
training necessary to encourage the personal and career development of our
members, and the need to empower them to make decisions,
· Recognizing and rewarding superior performance, encouraging innovation and
learning from our mistakes,
· Being fiscally responsible with the financial resources we are provided, and
· Striving to excel in every aspect of policing.
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Annual Report Requirements
Regulation requires that a Chief of Police prepare an annual report for the Police
Services Board relating to the activities of the Service during the previous year.
This report should include information regarding, the Services performance
objectives, indicators and results, including:
· The Services provision of community-based crime prevention initiatives,
community patrol and investigation services,
· Emergency calls for services,
· Violent crime and clearance rates for violent crime,
· Property crime and clearance rates for property crime,
· Youth crime and clearance rates for youth crime,
· Police Assistance to victims of crime,
· Road Safety,
· Information technology,
· Police Facilities and resource planning,
· Information regarding the investigation and disposition of Public complaints,
and
· The actual cost of police services.
In addition to the annual report, the Midland Police Service provides a detailed
monthly report so that the Police Services Board and the Community may monitor
our performance throughout the year.
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Midland Police Service
Organizational Structure
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Complement of the
Midland Police Service
POSITION

No.

Chief Constable

1

Inspector of Operations

1

Staff Sergeant

1

Detective Sergeant

1

Sergeants

4

Constables

17

Community Service Officer

1

TOTAL POLICE OFFICERS

26

Court Officers – Special Constables

3

Part-Time Special Constables

4

Information Technology / Special Constable

1

Police Communicators

3

Part-Time Police Communicators

4

Part-time CPIC Auditor

1

Executive Assistant

1

Police Communicator/Administrative Assistant

1

Part-Time Administrative Clerks

2

Part-Time Custodians

2

TOTAL CIVILIANS

22

TOTAL COMBINED STRENGTH

48

st

As of December 31 , 2014, the Service had an authorized Police strength of twenty-six (26) and an
authorized Civilian strength of twenty (22), comprised of ten (9) full-time and twelve (12) part-time members
for a combined total authorized strength of forty-nine (48).
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Appointments/ Resignations
APPOINTMENTS (New Employees)

POSITION

Gerard Gagnon

Auxiliary Officer

Katherine Nicolaidis

Auxiliary Officer

Anessa Rimkey

Auxiliary Officer

Justin Rounds

Auxiliary Officer

Jeremy Towns

Auxiliary Officer

RESIGNATIONS
Chris Wood

POSITION
Auxiliary Officer
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Community Expectations
The 2014 – 2016 Business Plan process reached out to the community to
determine areas of greatest concern including Police visibility, Drugs, Violent Crime
including Elder Abuse, Youth Crime, Property Crime and Traffic Safety.
In addition, many community responses indicated the need to better communicate
Police efforts and programs to the community. This report will address each of
these areas of concern individually but some of our efforts will cross over into
multiple areas. For example, a traffic enforcement initiative may address both
traffic safety and police visibility.

Communication
The Midland Police Services Board reached out to Midland residents by enlisting
the assistance of Oracle Poll to conduct a community survey. In addition, our
Members sought input from community organizations and support agencies
through direct contact, and letters inviting their participation. This process revealed
that the community was often not aware of efforts or programs that were already
underway, but also discovered they were happy with the work being done in our
schools and with our partners in community health and well-being.
To better communicate our initiatives we have made a diligent effort to utilize social
media in a number of ways including,
- Regular updates via Twitter and Facebook accounts including community
initiatives and crime reports,
- Regular Press Releases of persons charged, and
- Updates to our website to provide information on current crime trends and
safety / prevention tips.
In addition, we created and distributed a flyer to community agencies that brought
attention to our efforts including reductions in crime and youth crime, and also
provided links to our website, Facebook and Twitter accounts, business plan,
previous annual reports and CrimePlot, our crime analysis tool for public view.
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Police Visibility
Our community has indicated that there is a degree of comfort in seeing an officer
patrolling their community. To meet this obligation the Service reviews our
occurrences on a daily basis to ensure we are patrolling areas where crime and
traffic problems are occurring, and has developed measurement tools to monitor
our attention to foot patrol, community service, enforcement and high profile
initiatives that increase visibility thereby deterring crime or increasing community
satisfaction. We use patrol zones to ensure we patrol the entire town.
In 2014, Midland Police Service Officers conducted targeted foot patrol for 1380
hours, with specific attention to the downtown core, Rotary Trail, parks and the
North Simcoe Sports and Recreation Centre. Officers also issued 1931 traffic
tickets and conducted 575 hours of RIDE, in an effort to draw attention to the fact
that enforcement was taking place.
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Our Community Service Officer also attended our schools on a regular basis
providing programming, advice and assisting in mediation between students.
Lastly, our officers and auxiliary officers participated in a number of on and off-duty
initiatives to assist those in need, provide crime prevention tips and increase our
presence in the public. Lock-it or Lose-it to reduce theft from vehicles, Cram-aCruiser to help stock the food bank and provide toys for kids in need, the Fishing
Derby and Bike Rodeo, and attendance at other public events and parades are just
some examples.
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Drugs and Criminal Intelligence
During the 2014 calendar year the Drugs and Intelligence Section was comprised
of two Officers working predominantly in a plain-clothes capacity supported by
members of the Criminal Investigations and Uniform Branches.
Ten (10) search warrants were executed in the Town of Midland and surrounding
areas pursuant to both the Criminal Code of Canada and the Controlled Drugs and
Substances Act resulting in 35 criminal charges.
Numerous joint investigations were conducted in conjunction with the Ontario
Provincial Police and the Southern Georgian Bay Street Crime Unit relating to
suspects committing property offences in the Town of Midland and the surrounding
areas. The correlation between property offences and drug offences is well known
in investigative services. These investigations resulted in a number of criminal
charges and convictions for numerous perpetrators in common with the Town of
Midland and surrounding jurisdictions.
The Drugs and Intelligence Unit is part of a collaborative enforcement effort relying
heavily on the assistance of the Midland Police Service Uniform Officers and
Members of the public through Crime tips received through Crime Stoppers, (See
page 16). Together their information and intelligence resulted in the seizure of a
quantity of drugs, cash, recovered stolen property and proceeds of criminal activity
with an estimated value of $450,000.
The Drugs and Intelligence Unit in conjunction with senior management actively
participated as members of the Criminal Intelligence Service of Ontario (CISO),
and its governing body to provide intelligence information and support.

Drugs found
near a local
high school.
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Crime
A five-year look at crime and calls for service shows an overall decrease in crime
and reported incidents. However, some crime types are on the rise, crime is
increasingly more complex requiring significantly more time to investigate, and our
calls for non-criminal events increased over 2013.
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Emerging Crime Trends:
There was a significant increase in cases involving the use of the Internet, in
particular, the use of social media platforms to harass or bully victims. The Criminal
Investigations Branch assisted the Uniform Branch in procuring judicial
authorization to access evidence in order to prosecute a number of these offences.
These offences are an example of an alternative means of offenders making
contact with their victims.
Complex Criminal Investigations:
Complex crimes include the offences of sexual assault, child pornography, luring,
robbery, fraud and offences against vulnerable populations including the elderly.
The Criminal Investigation Branch is comprised of specially trained investigators
that oversee these cases. In one example a former Midland contractor was
convicted of fraud and was sentenced to a federal prison sentence for allegations
reported in 2011. The resident of Penetanguishene was ordered to pay
approximately $300,000 in restitution to 27 victims, the majority of them elderly.
The clearance rate for violent crime is 85.6%.
Property Crime:
Increases in property and fraud-related offences are symptomatic of the economic
climate. The Criminal Investigations Branch, Uniformed officers and Community
Service Unit have increased prevention initiatives and provided community forums,
lectures and media articles to inform the community. Initiatives include,
- Crime Abatement where officers attend the homes of individuals released
from court, to ensure they are complying with conditions of their release.
- Home Security Audits designed to help citizens better secure their homes.
Although this is offered to victims of any break and enter or attempt, it is also
available to any resident.
The audit includes a review of locking
mechanisms, lighting, and visibility of doors and windows.
- The Lock-it or Lose-it campaign that focuses on preventing theft from
vehicles. This is a frequent occurrence that is difficult to investigate but can
often be prevented by locking doors, taking valuables inside, or keeping
valuables out of plain sight.
Property crimes are often committed in moments and without witnesses making
investigation difficult. The clearance rate for property crime is 29.4%.
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Training Criminal Investigators:
Officer training is an ongoing process to ensure our officers maintain the
knowledge necessary to identify crime trends, employ prevention techniques and
investigate. Our Service has a number of officers that are specifically trained to
investigate serious and complex criminal cases. Qualified case managers ensure
the necessary resources are available for any investigation, (See Training, pg. 23).
Youth Crime:

Youth Charged
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It is the policy of the Service to always consider diversion. A criminal record can be
a significant impediment for a young person and often diversion initiatives can be
more effective in bringing about long-term change. There were 175 situations
where an alternative solution or formal diversion program were utilized, compared
to 24 situations where a young person was charged. Our Service is dedicated to
initiatives that support positive child and youth development including social, health
and education programs. The Community Service Officer also works closely with
the schools to assist them in preventing and mediating circumstances before they
escalate to criminal offences.
Clearance (Solve) Rates:
Clearance rates for all criminal offences were 52.5% in 2011, 61.5% in 2012,
56.3% in 2013 and 55.8% in 2014. 2014 was the highest of the last three years for
total charges laid and number of persons charged.
CRIMINAL OFFENCES

2012

2013

2014

Reported Criminal Offences

1668

1236

1293

Reported Criminal Offences Cleared

1025

696

722

Total Criminal Charges Processed

872

759

980

Total Persons Charged for Criminal Offences

305

240

428
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Specific Criminal Offences
The following chart depicts a number of common criminal offence types and their
occurrence rate during the last three years. This will provide a sense of the type
and frequency of criminal occurrences we encounter.

2012

2013

2014

Homicide

1

0

1

Attempt Homicide

0

0

0

Abduction / Forcible Confinement

2

3

5

Sexual Assault

16

13

9

Assault

169

123

161

Robbery

7

4

10

Break, Enter & Theft

127

84

79

Theft Of Motor Vehicle

29

16

22

Theft Over $5,000

7

6

2

Theft Under $5,000

270

194

282

Theft Under $5,000 – From Motor Vehicle

107

64

110

Possession of Stolen Property

12

7

10

Fraud

91

61

61

Offensive Weapons

0

0

6

Mischief to Property

209

149

138

Impaired Operation/Over 80 (Alcohol)

25

24

20

Narcotics & Other Controlled Substances

46

52

50

OFFENCE CLASSIFICATION
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Crime Stoppers
Simcoe – Dufferin – Muskoka

2014 LOCAL STATISTICS

TOTAL

Calls Received

1897

Cases Cleared

122

Rewards Paid

$19,870

Charges

272

Arrests

106

A Valued Partner in Crime Prevention
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Community Service
In 2014, Constable Aaron Coulter undertook his third year in the Community
Service Office (CSO) and focused on customizing programs to meet the needs of
the community, strengthening relationships and building on existing programs
including the Autism Registry, Graffiti Eradication, Lock-it or Lose-it, the bicycle
program, Cram-a-Cruiser and more.
Aaron maintained a simple formula of becoming a familiar face in Midland schools,
organizations and businesses when times were good in order that people would be
comfortable calling him while situations were emerging, rather than waiting for the
problem to grow into something that required police response. This led to many
situations being resolved by a simple talk, advice, or minor police action, rather
than the alternative that may have led to a more serious offence, arrest, and
criminal charges.
An example of this was the prevention of a serious crime. Cst. Coulter made
regular visits, conducted ride-a-longs and shared training with a community support
agency. In one instance a woman became obsessed with a member of the staff to
the point where police were called and cautioned her to stay away. On the surface
it appeared this was effective but the woman’s mental health deteriorated and she
became increasingly obsessed with the staff member. She developed a plan to
confront the staff person with a knife. Although staff were unaware of the plan they
were aware of information on line that didn’t require police, but was concerning in
nature. They brought this to his attention during a drop-in visit. Subsequent to this
Aaron encountered the woman in the downtown core, and spoke to her about the
online information. She divulged that she had a knife and was taken for mental
health assistance.
The Values, Influences and Peers program is provided to all Grade Six students
and involves a series of eight, hour long sessions addressing topics such as drugs,
alcohol, gangs and the law. This program is regularly overhauled to include
relevant issues like Internet safety, and “Sexting”. Feedback from the schools is
that the program has become more effective and useful to students.
Cst. Coulter has become a regular at both Midland Secondary and St. Theresa’s
High Schools. His attendance goes beyond merely dropping in and he feels like a
member of the staff and is greeted warmly by all. He has been invited to school
functions and events and knowing the students makes presentations even more
effective. He has developed a level of trust with the students leading to meaningful
discussions and positive outcomes.
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Aaron assisted with a number of community events including the Law Enforcement
Torch Run for Special Olympics, a hockey game against a team of Elvis
impersonators and baseball and floor hockey games against the Community Living
All Stars. These events help to break down barriers and connect us to those we
serve.
Aaron and other Members of the Midland Police continue to sit on many civic
committees such as Crime Stoppers, The Boys and Girls Club, Safe and Sober
Awareness, YMCA Youth Engagement, Emergency Shelter, Victim Services, Harm
Reduction and the Ontario School Safety Education Officers Committee. Many
hours are also spent walking in the community and interacting with residents and
attending public events including the Santa Clause Parade, Fishing Derby, Butter
Tart Festival, and the Terry Fox Run.

Chief Osborne and Friends at the
Santa Claus Parade
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Traffic Safety
The reduction of collisions and injuries is the primary focus of the traffic safety
program. Our program includes a detailed analysis of accident locations, proactive
enforcement and monitoring of roadways, public education and attention to citizen
complaints. Despite increased enforcement levels we experienced a rise in traffic
collisions over last year due to weather. Collisions and injuries will remain a
priority for 2015. There were no traffic fatalities this year.
The following table demonstrates the number of collisions and injuries, as well as
our increased traffic enforcement in an attempt to keep our roadways safe.

Motor Vehicle Collisions and Injuries
Collisions

Injuries

Tickets Issued

1931

1795
1264

551

564

476
99

60

80

2007

2010

2014

The Reduce Impaired Driving Everywhere (RIDE) program is designed to
encourage potential impaired drivers to consider other means of transportation in
an attempt to reduce collisions and injuries. Our Service strives to conduct RIDE
everyday and although that is not always possible due to calls for service, officers
did conduct 575 hours of RIDE during 2014.
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Police Facilities and Resource Planning
The Midland Police Services building is well maintained and meets all of the
requirements for a police facility. A yearly report is provided to the Police Services
Board that is responsible to ensure the facility and equipment continues to meet
our community’s needs.

Information and Technology
The Midland Police Service continues to be a leader in technology. The
development of tools such as Crimeplot.com, now used by many services is just
one example. The IT unit supports police investigations through the preparation of
disclosure, the capturing of data from computer, audio and video sources, and the
enhancement of audio / video evidence captured by surveillance cameras and
other means.
Beyond maintaining our own electronics, computer and telecommunications
infrastructure and network security, this Unit provides technical support to all the
other units within our organization. The Midland Police Service has a strong
commitment to the use of technology to enable and enhance the delivery of police
services. As member of the Ontario Police Technology and Information
Cooperative (OPTIC), we share common police applications hosted within
centralized data centres that allow data sharing between the Midland Police
Service and other Municipal, Regional, Provincial and Federal police services.
Chief Mike Osborne sits on the board of directors for (OPTIC) and the Service’s IT
manager Bill Gordon, is a sitting member on the (OPTIC) committee.
This shared technology provides Midland Police access to world-class police
applications at a reduced cost by collaborating on all elements of application
design, development, testing and implementation. Our IT unit develops in-house
solutions, saving our citizens significant commercial acquisition and licensing
costs, and in the spirit of the technology cooperative, shares those with our law
enforcement peers, affording other municipalities the benefits of our solutions for
the common purpose of intelligence-lead effective policing.
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Forensic Identification
The Midland Police Service has two fully qualified forensic identification officers
and four qualified scenes of crime officers. This allows our staff to respond to
crime scenes immediately to begin the process of collecting and preserving
evidence.

Video / Audio Analysis
This specialized unit supports our criminal investigators using an industry-standard
Avid Pro HD non-linear video suite along with a host of hardware and software
including the court-proven dTective toolset from Ocean Systems. Our video
analysts use accepted scientific methodologies like ACE-V(R) when working with
analog and digital audio/video evidence from crime scenes and other sources and
optimizes them for investigative and court purposes.
The ability to maintain these vital in-house services means that we can conduct
prompt and timely investigations without having to request the assistance of our
peer agencies and wait for their availability on a priority basis. This unit enjoys
many successes that have and continue to lead to successful criminal
prosecutions.

Assistance to Victims of Crime
The Midland Police Service works closely with the Barrie and Area Victim Crisis
Assistance and Referral Service; Chief Osborne sits on the board of directors for
this agency.
This Service is comprised of a well-trained team staffed by full time and volunteer
members. This team is available 24-hours per day to assist victims of crime and
tragic circumstances and have an office located in the front lobby of the Midland
Police station. Our officers made 75 referrals to the service in 2014.
For more information on their service or volunteering, go to www.bavcars.ca.
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Professional Service
Our members continue to serve the citizens of Midland with courtesy and
professionalism (See public Complaints System Data, pg 25). Our interactions
with the community are positive and we continually hear feedback from the citizens
we serve about the professional conduct of our officers. The abilities of our
members are enhanced through regular training.
Police officers on occasion are required to utilize force during the exercise of their
duties. Given the amount of incidents that the Midland Police Service is required to
attend during the course of a year, there were very few incidents where force was
used. Use of Force Options are utilized when verbal de-escalation of the situation
has failed and the subject has become combative with officers (See Use of Force
Data, pg. 26).

Training Record Compulsory In-Service
USE OF FORCE: SEMI-ANNUAL IN-SERVICE TRAINING REQUIREMENT
All Uniformed Personnel (Police Officers & Special Constables)
Trainers: Barrie Police Service
FIREARMS: SEMI-ANNUAL IN-SERVICE TRAINING REQUIREMENT
All Police Officers
Trainer: Constable Jay Brasil
CONDUCTIVE ENERGY WEAPONS (TASER): TRAINING PROGRAM
All Front Line Police Supervisors
Trainer: Constable Jay Brasil
FIRST AID & CPR: ANNUAL IN-SERVICE TRAINING REQUIREMENT
All Members (Uniform and Civilian)
Trainer: Active Canadian
RADAR REQUALIFICATION
All Front-line Police Officers
Trainer: Constable Tyler Kukkonen
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Training
Course
Alcohol and Gaming Seminar

No. of
Officers
Attending
2

No. of
Civilians
Attending

Location
Toronto Police College

Advanced Maintenance Qualified Tech

1

OPP Academy

Arrest, Search & Seizure Seminar

5

Barrie Police Service

Auxiliary Officer Training

9

Barrie Police Service

Canadian Real Time Identification Services

1

Police Knowledge Network On-Line

CISO Fall Conference

1

Ottawa Police Service

Coach Officer Course

1

Police Knowledge Network On-Line

Crisis Intervention Training Course

2

OPP Academy

Critical Incident Stress Management

1

Police Knowledge Network On-Line

CTS Munitions Instructor Certification

1

Peel Regional Police Service

Drug Investigation Course

1

Ontario Police College

Elder Abuse Response Guidelines

1

Wendat

Emotional Intelligence

1

OPC/Orillia OPP

Excited Delirium Syndrome

1

Police Knowledge Network On-Line

Financial Crimes and the Road Forward

1

Police Knowledge Network On-Line

Forensic Identification Re-Certification

2

Forensic Video Ananlysis Forum

Toronto Police College
1

York Regional Police Service

General Investigation Training (GITC)

2

Ontario Police College

Homicide Workshop

1

Niagara Falls

Human Trafficking

1

Police Knowledge Network On-Line

IARD Instructor Course

1

Ottawa Police Service

Integrated Accessibility Training (IASR)

5

Intoxilyzer 8000C Training

1

OPP Academy

Intoxilyzer Field Coordinator Training

1

Centre of Forensic Sciences

Introduction to Incident Management

1

IMS On-Line

4

In-Service

Ladder Safety Awareness

4

Town of Midland

LEARN Conference

2

Port Elgin, Ontario

Major Case Management Course

1

Ontario Police Communicators Course
OPC & OPTVA Conference

OPP Central Region
2

1

Ontario Police College
Ontario Police College
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Overview of YCJA

1

Police Knowledge Network On-Line

PowerCase for Managers

1

Ontario Police College - On-Line

Practical Course for Death Investigators

1

Centre of Forensic Sciences

Preventing Discrimination based on Mental
Health
Professional Standards Investigators
Course
Recognition of Emotionally Disturbed
Persons
Suspect Apprehension Pursuits Refresher

1

Ontario Police College

2

OPP General Headquarters

Workplace Violence and Harassment

16

1
1

Police Knowledge Network On-Line
OPC On-Line

15

Police Knowledge Network On-Line

Officers Train Using Distraction Techniques
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Public Complaints System Data
Our members are expected to serve the citizens of Midland with courtesy and
professionalism and our interactions with the community are generally positive.
We frequently receive feedback from the citizens we serve about the professional
conduct of our officers. However, we also recognize that there are times when we
may not provide the level of Service that is expected and deserved so we treat
complaints from the public seriously and hold staff accountable.
PUBLIC COMPLAINT CATEGORY

TOTALS

Conduct Of Member

4

Quality or Level of Service

3

Policy or Procedural Displeasure

0

TOTAL PUBLIC COMPLAINTS

7

ALLEGATIONS OF MISCONDUCT

TOTALS

Incivility
Neglect Of Duty

1
0

Discreditable Conduct

4

Excessive Use Of Force

0

Unwarranted Exercise Of Authority

0

Unsatisfactory Work Performance

2

TOTAL ALLEGATIONS OF MISCONDUCT

8

RESULTS OF INVESTIGATION

TOTALS

Unable To Proceed Per Section 59 & 60 Limitations

4

Informal Resolution For Conduct Matters

0

Informal Resolution For Service Matters

0

Informal Resolution For Policy Matters

0

Withdrawn By Complainant

0

Unsubstantiated After Investigation

3

Informal Discipline

0

Hearing

0

Lost Jurisdiction

0

Other – Third Party Info – No Complaint Received

0

Investigation On-Going (from current year)

0

Investigation On-Going (carried over from previous year)

0
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Use of Force Reports
Physical force must be used as a last resort when de-escalation techniques
including good communication have failed.
The authority for Police officers to use force during the execution of their duties is
found in Section 25 of the Criminal Code of Canada, but more importantly Section
26 of the Criminal Code and Part V of the Police Services Act of Ontario hold the
Police accountable for any excess use of force.
Police officers throughout Ontario are required to train and qualify every 12 months
in the application of use of force options, including Verbal Communications,
Physical Control techniques, Oleoresin Capsicum Spray, Baton, Handcuffs and
Firearms, Conducted Energy Weapons and the judgmental process used in the
decision to apply that use of force option.
The theory applied when an officer is required to use force is that the least amount
of force is used in all situations in order to gain compliance when taking persons
into custody or interacting with members of the public for other lawful purposes.
Officers use the Ontario Use of Force Continuum to continuously assess the
situation and select the most reasonable option relative to the circumstances they
perceive at that particular time.
Regulation 926 of the Police Services Act requires a Use of Force Report to be
submitted whenever a member of the Service:
(a) draws a handgun in the presence of a member of the public, excluding a
member of the police force while on duty, or discharges a firearm;
(b) uses a weapon other than a firearm on another person; or
(c) uses physical force on another person that results in an injury requiring medical
attention.
Midland Police Officers responded to more that 8200 calls for Service, issued more
than 2000 Provincial Offence Notices (traffic, liquor and by-law tickets), and had
thousands more interactions through RIDE and foot patrol activities. Despite this
high number of interactions, the actual use of force was relatively low.
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To give you a sense of the frequency of use of force incidents a three-year
overview of use of force reporting data has been provided.
Use of Force Reporting Data

2012

2013

2014

11

12

9

12

12

10

Incidents Involving Physical Control

4

1

1

Incidents Involving Oleoresin Capsicum Spray

0

0

1

Incidents Where Firearm Drawn/Discharged (non human threat/animal)

2

3

2

Incidents Where Firearm Drawn (human threat)

4

6

1

Incidents Where Firearm Discharged (for human threat)

0

0

0

Incidents Where Conducted Energy Device Displayed (but not discharged)

2

1

4

Incidents Where Conducted Energy Device Discharged

1

1

2

Incidents Involving Impact Weapons

1

0

1

Number of Use of Force Incidents
Number of Use of Force Reports Submitted
(Each officer submits an individual report)

Inspector Wheeldon interacts with a Citizen on
Canada Day
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2014 Budget Summary
2014 Expenditures
Wages and Benefits
Uniforms, Equipment and
Supplies
Training, meetings and
conferences
Vehicle repairs, fuel, licencing
Miscellaneous
Police Services Board
Legal
Capital

2014 BUDGET TOTALS
Total Expenses
Total Revenue

5,285,605.48
560,030.76

Total Net Costs

4,725,574.72

Total Net Costs (2013)

4,550,791.35

Difference between 2013 - 2014
% Increase over 2013

174,783.37
3.8%
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Partners In Community Safety
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